Preface – ARTCom 2009

This includes the proceedings of the 2009 International Conference on Advances in Recent Technologies in Communication and Computing (ARTCom). ARTCom 2009 proceedings are a set of rigorously reviewed world class manuscripts presenting the state of International practice in innovations and Advanced Technologies in Computer, Information Science, Communication and related Engineering fields.

ARTCom 2009 is organized by The Association of Computer Electronics and Electrical Engineers – Network Security Group (ACEEE-NSG) and sponsored by ACEEE; a division of Engineers Network; and it is technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society (IEEE-CIS).

ARTCom 2009 received 611 papers submission and the final program included 233 (38%) accepted papers from more than 7 countries. At least three reviewers have reviewed each paper received and authors were required to address review comments prior to presentation and publication.

All the efforts have made to put away the errors and to improve the quality of the proceedings. The conference organizer and I are very confident that you will find the paper included in the ARTCom 2009 will be useful. We believe that technology will continue to infuse education thus enriching the educational experience of both students and teachers.

Prof. Vinu V Das
Organising Chair
ARTCom 2009
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